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Thinking about wordless picture books. 
 
Wordless picture books are exciting because kids and grownups 
both have the power to tell the story. Take turns “reading” the story 
together. Do you like to talk about the pictures on each page and 
explain what’s happening? Are you each noticing the same details 
or different ones? Does the lack of words make you slow down and 
really study the pictures? 
 
Why do you think the authors made the choice for this to be a 
wordless book? Do kindness and compassion operate at a level 
beyond words? How would it have been different if there were 
words?  
 
Questions for Thinking Deeply about the Story 

 

• Why does Flora copy Flamingo? Have you ever copied someone older? 
 

• Is Flamingo a kind character? Why or why not? Does that change during the story? Can 
you use an example? 

 

• Does Flamingo’s behavior change after he scares Flora and she falls over? Why do you 
think so? What do you think Flora is feeling after she falls down? 
 

o Words to know: Flamingo may be feeling *compassion*, that’s when you see 
someone suffering and you want to make them feel better. Flamingo may also be 
showing *empathy*—realizing what Flora is feeling, understanding her feelings, 
and then showing *kindness* to help her feel better. If you were Flamingo, what 
would you have done?  

 

• Why do you think Flamingo invites Flora to dance? 
 

• Do they both have fun once they join together? What does this teach us? 
 

• Think about the colors and the white background here. How do they make you feel? 
Would it be a different feeling if it were dark brown and dark blue with a night sky? 



 

• Does this remind you of something you’ve seen or experienced in real life? 

 

• Why do you think the American Library Association gave the award to this book? What’s 

good about it? What is it doing or saying that’s effective? What is it teaching us? 

• How do the images help tell the story? Would it have felt different if it were a story about 

a hippo and a bird? Would a dancing T-Rex make it feel sillier or scarier? 

 

● Notice how the characters start out on different pages, on their own sides of the book. 

When does this start to change in the story? What’s happening while it’s changing? 

Where are they by the end? 

 

● Did you like using the flaps? Why do you think the author used them? 

 

Activity Ideas 

 

Adding words. 

 

Get out strips of paper and write your own words to the pages showing the Flamingo asking 

Flora to dance? What does adding words do? Does it make it funny? Does it explain the 

picture? Do the words give us the lesson or tell us more information about the characters? Try 

mixing up the words and then seeing if you (or a friend) can match them to the pictures. What 

strategy did you use? 

 

Dance Charades for Emotional Identification. 
 
Humans and animals don’t speak the same language, so in a way this book is about finding a 
language both can “speak.” Does dance become the “language” that Flora and Flamingo speak 
together? What can dance say? Try out dance charades! Think of an emotion, like sadness, 
happiness, or boredom and try to show the emotion by doing a dance; have your grownup or 
another kid guess the emotion you’re expressing. What other body languages do we use to 
communicate (dab to show triumph, crossing your arms to show skepticism, thumbs up to be 
positive, etc.). You can download and use our Emotions Charade Cards (designed by ROCK 
student Erin) to get started. 
 
The Sounds of the Story. 
 

• When the author wrote this book, she was playing Strauss’ “Blue Danube” waltz: 
https://www.google.com/search?q=blue+danube+waltz&rlz=1CAVNCX_enUS947US947
&oq=blue+danube+waltz&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i512l3j46i512j0i512j46i512j0i512l3.2944j
0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8. Play it out loud as you look at the images. Start at 
1:26 and by 1:45 it really picks up (you get the basic gist by 2:32 so you can play it a 
couple times). How does the music make you feel? 
 

• What part of the story do you think this matches? Why? 
 

• Does the sound of the music teach you about how to “read” the book? 

https://www.google.com/search?q=blue+danube+waltz&rlz=1CAVNCX_enUS947US947&oq=blue+danube+waltz&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i512l3j46i512j0i512j46i512j0i512l3.2944j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=blue+danube+waltz&rlz=1CAVNCX_enUS947US947&oq=blue+danube+waltz&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i512l3j46i512j0i512j46i512j0i512l3.2944j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.google.com/search?q=blue+danube+waltz&rlz=1CAVNCX_enUS947US947&oq=blue+danube+waltz&aqs=chrome..69i57j0i512l3j46i512j0i512j46i512j0i512l3.2944j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8


 

• If kindness had a sound, would it sound more like the Blue Danube Waltz or the 
soundtrack for “Jaws” (a movie about a shark attack)? Why? Do certain instruments 
“sound” more kind than others? If possible, get your grownup’s help to Google different 
instruments and their sounds. You might do more reading with Dan Brown’s Wild 
Symphony, a picture book with QR codes so that you can hear the different instruments 
playing on each page. 

 

 
More advanced… 

 
Movement.  
 

• Have you ever seen a movie with lots of dancing? Get your grownup to help you see 
clips from “Singing in the Rain,” “13 going on 30,” and other famous dances including the 
waltz, Bollywood dances, square dances, and the country dances from Jane Austen 
movies. Is the dancing slow or fast? Do the dancers seem happy or sad? Does it bring 
people together? How are dances about community? How does this remind you of the 
dance that Flora and the Flamingo engage in together? 

 

• How do the characters use dance to express their big feelings? Have you ever done 
that? Do you have a favorite song to dance to? Make a dance party playlist that you 
think Flora and the Flamingo would enjoy moving to and explain why you think so based 
on the book. Make another list that’s a “soundtrack of your day” and write about it in a 
journal, explaining the importance of each song and how it makes you feel. 

 

Art history. 

 

Do some research on Asian art and the colors and representation of nature in this book. What 
are the elements included in Asian art? What museums have good collections? Think too about 
the floating lily here and look at some examples of lilies in art by Claude Monet, an artist who 
was part of the Impressionist movement.  
 
State bird. 
 
Flamingoes are beautiful birds that now live only in South Florida. Get your grownup to help you 
do a little research into these birds and how they were poached for their feathers (along with 
many others). Florida is considering a new state bird. Do you think the flamingo would be a 
good one? What about the egret, heron, or roseate spoonbill? Research each one and decide 
which would be the best state bird. If you aren’t from Florida, what’s your state bird? Make a 
poster featuring the bird and telling facts about it. Explain it at dinner to your family.  


